Global Next Leaders Forum 2018
Details of Participation Fee/Expenses
Information correct as that of September 2018

Thank you for considering participating in Global Next Leaders Forum (GNLF) 2018.
This document explains the participation fee for the program and what fees are/ are NOT included
within the fee. PLEASE NOTE THAT THERE ARE SEVERAL DIFFERENCES FROM PAST
GNLF PROGRAMS.

1.The Participation Fee

700 US Dollars
Each participant is responsible for exchanging their local currency to USD, making the bank transfer by
the appointed date and paying the fees necessary in doing so.

2. Fees included in the participation fee
・

Accommodation from 22 February to 1 March 2018 (GMT+9)
Please note that all participants are to stay in a Japanese styled accommodation, of shared tatami rooms,
sleeping on the futon, and showering in a public bath unless there are religious restraints. (For details,
please check our book of rules)

・

Airline tickets to and from Japan
Please note that we will only pay for the cheapest flight. Each participant is free to upgrade the flight
on his/her expense unless they can arrive in Japan within the time range of our designation. Since deals
with sponsoring funds are yet to be closed, we are still unsure if we will be making the airplane
reservations, or if we will be paying the subsidy for all participants to make the reservation on their own.
We will inform you as soon as we have an update. Sorry for the inconvenience.

・

Payments we make for conducting the program
This is mainly consisted of the payments for the venue and equipment we use.

3. Fees NOT included in the participation fee
・

Fees for acquiring a VISA
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・

ALL meals through your stay in Japan
Participants are to pay for their meal even though they are instructed to take lunches at designated food
courts within the venue. One normal meal in Japan is around 10-15USD.

・

ALL transportation within Japan
This includes transportation fees inevitable within the program, such as to and from the airport, moving
between venues and participating in field trips. The total sum will be about 100USD. Please note that
this will vary between participants depending on where they went to dinner etc.

・

Fees needed for the Cultural Exchange Party
Every year, we ask participants from each country to bring in small snacks we can share at the cultural
exchange party. It doesnʼt have to be gorgeous, a small sign of generosity helps!

・

Personal Expenses
Such as souvenirs.

・

Insurance
Since we DO NOT TAKE ANY RESPONSIBILTY over accidents/injuries/theft during your stay in
Japan, we highly recommend each participant to get a travel insurance before leaving your home
country.

Changes may be made in course of fundraising and program developing. We will send each
participants a final copy of this document as soon as all detail are confirmed by mid-January 2018
at the latest.

GNLF Japan headquarters is able to provide you this program at this price because its sponsoring
funds and companies believe that this program truly benefits society in means of educating leaderto-be youths. Therefore, we appreciate your understanding that this is not a fun trip to Japan where
you are able to act freely on your own. We ask all participants to share the same goals as the
management team and to show gratitude to our sponsors. Please also note that this year was a
tough year for our fundraising team. We are sorry to ask you to pay more than past GNLF programs,
but we believe that we can make a wonderful and rewarding experience with your cooperation.
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Thank you!

For inquiries about this document and other financial related matters,
please contact Ayane from the Finance Department
ayane.tsukishima@g-nextleaders.net
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